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From our B�hives to YouRaw Australian Honey

At Wild Nectar we are beekeepers first and foremost. With a love for our bees 
and the magic of the Australian bush where they forage, we produce 100% raw, 
cold extracted honey from our hives. Full of the delicate and unique flavours of 

the local bush flora, our honey is a serenade from our bees and the master 
apiarists who tend them. 

Unpasteurised, unfiltered and unbeatable! 
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Our Certified Organic honey is pure, unadulterated gold made from the finest 
nectar gathered from native flowers as they bloom in the pristine National Parks 
and Coastal Sanctuaries of Australia’s East Coast. Unlike any other environment 
in the world, these wild Australian forests of predominantly eucalyptus trees fill 

our jars with our raw, Organic honey, capturing the unique properties
 of honey made exclusively in these locations.

100% cold extracted
We’re passionate about keeping our honey 100% raw, so every drop is cold extracted from the hives at room temperature and only gently 
warmed to make it a bit more malleable for straining and bottling. We never pasteurise, heat to high temperatures or microfilter our honey, to 
make sure it retains its nutritional benefits and its natural sugar structures, pollens and enzymes.

ACO AUSTRALIAN CERTIFIED ORGANIC
Wild Nectar's ACO accreditation guarantees the provenance and processes of our Organic honey, beekeeping practices and locations adhere to Organic standards. 
To gather the nectar for Organic honey, our hives are placed far from any cultivated area in pristine, untouched, remote locations where the bees forage native 
flowers to produce produce a very special honey with no other sources or additives.

TRACEABILITY FROM bush to bottle
Wild Nectar prides itself on the traceability of every single drop of our liquid gold. We have a team of passionate apiarists who tend to our bees year-round, 
working to follow the seasons and flora, to produce the best quality pure honey from our hives in the Australian bush. We can trace where each batch comes 
from, and also have a variety of seasonal harvest honeys from a single floral source and location such as our Orange Blossom honey from the Riverina, and 
Organic Ironbark honey from the forests of Tullamore, NSW. 
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